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Source Classification
• Overall classifications based on comparisons of source 
locations within the three CMDs (Figure 4)
• From total catalog of N = 30,745 sources, data classified into 
three levels of confidence: “RELIABLE” (n = 28,838; 93.8%),
“CANDIDATE” (n = 255; 0.8%), “UNCLASSED” (n = 1,652; 5.4%)
• Of sources classified as “RELIABLE” (Figure 5; left), dusty and 
evolved stars (Figure 5; right) demonstrate a larger fraction of 
O-rich to C-rich AGB stars, typical for metal-poor galaxies

The Data
• 30,745 point sources from Spitzer IRAC 3.6, 4.5, 5.8, and 8.0 
μm plus MIPS 24 μm data adopted from Khan et al. (2015)
• 210,979 point sources from UK Infrared Telescope (UKIRT) 
J, H, and K data adopted from Sibbons et al. (2012)
• 14,534 sources found in common to both surveys

Abstract
The high-redshift systems in which the earliest generations of stars 
were formed, produced heavy elements and dust, and subsequently 
ended their life cycles were vastly different from the Milky 
Way. Nearby galaxies with low metal abundances provide 
important laboratories for observationally accessing the physical 
conditions equivalent to what had been ubiquitous throughout the 
early Universe. In order to more fully understand the role of dust in 
metal-poor environments, it is critically important to robustly 
identify their evolved, dust-producing asymptotic giant branch 
(AGB) stars. Determining the location of the tip of the red giant 
branch (TRGB) and carefully employing color cuts, we identify 
oxygen- and carbon-rich AGB star candidates. This project was 
completed in anticipation of a James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) 
guaranteed time observation (GTO) program for this galaxy, which 
will probe NGC 6822 to a depth comparable to the Spitzer SAGE 
(Surveying the Agents of a Galaxy's Evolution; Meixner et al. 2006) 
surveys of the Large and Small Magellanic Clouds.

NGC 6822
• Local Group barred irregular isolated dwarf galaxy
• RA: 19h 44m 56.6s, Dec: −14° 47ʹ 21ʺ (in Sagittarius)
• Distance: 500 ± 10 kpc; isolated environment
•Metallicity: [Fe/H] ≈ -1.2, Z ≈ 30% Z☉; intermediate between 
Large and Small Magellanic Clouds
• Physical conditions thought to be similar to galaxies at peak 
epoch of star-formation (z ≈ 1.5 – 2)
• Home to some of the brightest star-forming regions in the 
nearby Universe (Figure 1)

Figure 1. The nearby metal-poor star-forming dwarf irregular 
galaxy NGC 6822 (Barnard’s Galaxy) is thought to be analogous 
to systems at the Universal epoch of peak star formation.

Establishing the TRGB
• TRGB determined using Epanechnikov kernel function for 
Kernel Density Estimate (KDE) analysis
• Savitsky-Golay Filter used to locate greatest slope (largest 
derivative value); accounts for photometric uncertainties
• Realized one thousand times to determine the location and 
uncertainty of the TRGB: Monte Carlo KDE (MCKDE; Figure 2)

Figure 7: Top: Mid-Infrared Instrument (MIRI) filters, selected 
based on predicted fluxes of dusty objects (Jones et al. 2017). 
Bottom: Near-Infrared Camera (NIRCam) filters, selected based 
on stellar populations and theoretical models.

Observational Strategies
• Observations planned to study the life cycle of dust 
comparably to the SAGE studies of the Magellanic Clouds 
• Large dust content in high-redshift systems not attributable 
to lower initial mass progenitor stars (< 5M☉), which have not 
yet had sufficient time to evolve onto the AGB
• Detection of massive YSOs will provide insight into massive 
star formation in low-metallicity environments
•MIRI and NIRCam footprints illustrated in Figure 8
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Local minima determine distinctions between stellar types. 

Figure 4. Color-cut boundaries (black lines) and stellar 
classifications (colored points) defined by KDE analyses for 
three CMDs: K vs. J – K, [3.6] vs. J – [3.6], and [8.0] vs. [3.6] –
[8.0].  Green points are foreground and main-sequence stars; 
Blue and Cyan points are O-rich AGB candidates; Red points 
are C-rich AGB candidates; Violet points are dust-enshrouded 
AGBs and YSOs; Orange points are background galaxies.
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Figure 6. Spatial distribution plot of “RELIABLE” dusty and 
evolved stars.  O-rich (blue points) and C-rich (red points) AGBs 
are concentrated in the center, while YSOs (green points) are 
consistent with some of the massive HII regions (black rings).

Metallicity Gradient
• C/O 0.22 ± 0.01 → [Fe/H] = -1.08 ± 0.13 (Cioni et al. 2009)
• Lower value on right side ([Fe/H] = -1.06 ± 0.15) compared to 
left side ([Fe/H] = -1.10 ± 0.14) implies metallicity gradient
• Aligns with near-vertical galaxy rotation axis (Figure 6)

JWST GTO Program
• JWST GTO program #1234 observing NGC 6822 for 17 hours
• Filter combinations selected based on prior work predicting 
fluxes of dusty objects and stellar populations (Figure 7)

Figure 2. MCKDE analysis of K vs. J – K CMD.  Fit to the data 
(blue line) and derivative value (red line).  One thousand 
realizations gives the TRGB at K = 17.36 ± 0.04 (green line).

CMD Color Cuts
• Color-magnitude diagrams (CMDs) created with various 
combinations of photometric data from combined dataset
• Color cuts defined by fits to local minima of small magnitude 
spans in KDE analyses of CMDs above TRGB (Figure 3)

Figure 5. Left: Breakdown of “RELIABLE” sources from color-cut 
analyses of CMDs.  These comprise the majority of the sample.
Right: Breakdown of dusty sources from “RELIABLE” catalog.

Figure 8. MIRI and NIRCam footprints for our JWST GTO 
program observing NGC 6822.  Coverage includes many 
prominent star-forming regions in this galaxy.
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